“Hu” means, the unclosable. “Hu” is the place where there is no sun shining in. “Hu” is the darkness, not like we understand, but we mean that you cannot look inside, that you have access. Not for unauthorized. And there are no authorized. And unauthorized cannot go inside and there is no one that is authorized. Complete darkness. The secret of Him-self. And Allah is the sun, is the light of the earths and skies.

O you people, what I am being told is from the highest level and you need to pay attention! No sleeping! This is no story, no tale. It is a treasure and is important for all of humanity. But there only a few here, so be thankful. And you cannot hear about that anywhere else. But if you do, tell me! As it is only on a rare occasion that you hear about that.

What would happen to our universe if there was no sun? Where there is a sun there is life, and where there is no sun, and then you cannot say there is neither light nor life. How many suns are there? What do you think, what do you believe? Is there only this one sun up there?
No, Sheikh, we heard, that some humans looked through a hubble-bubble and that they saw different suns in their telescope. How many more suns are there in this universe? We don't only have one or two suns, but there are many more solar systems. What would happen if there were none? They say that there are solar systems and galaxies. And everything needs a sun or nothing in this existence can find its way. And so the human needs.

The weakest among the Lord’s creation is the sun, as it was created for the creatures. And the humans need the sun the most. Therefore the sun and light had been created just for the human. If there were no human, no sun would have been created. And then there would be nothing in existence. And because there is the human, everything has been created. And there even would have been no sun, if the Lord didn't wish for a human that would be for Him. And He would have not created creation. And who knows, but He would not have given Himself a name, for us to call him. Nobody would have known about Allah. Nobody would have heard about Allah.

And nobody would have talked about Allah, if He, the Unknown, did not wish to create someone to whom He can entrust his secrets. Everything in creation is for the human. And everything in existence is a fraction of a fraction of a fraction of His secrets. Everything in this existence is from His secret. All that we can hear and see and experience.

And what is his greatest treasure?

The humans are so curious to reveal secrets. And they are so greedy to lift the veil of the unknown. It fills their hearts with pleasure to lift a secret.

Where does that urge come from? Because Allah gave us that feeling while we are on the hunt for the divine secret. So Allah with his secrets and attributes is the treasure we humans seek.

And Abdul Kadir is a secret of Allah, our Reinherz efendi is a secret of Allah, and also our brother that is walking like a stick through the video, is a secret of god. And we that we sit here are secrets of Allah, a fraction of a fraction of a fraction
of His secrets. And His secrets are unlimited. And He created everything from his secrets. And it is a constant revelation of secrets. He is constantly creating and revealing His secrets. And the human is looking for those revelations.

But there are so many that you may think he cannot catch up, but the human has the ability to be faster than light. And if he has found out how to do that, he has become a secret himself. And that is why we say, may Allah bless his secret. To be faster than light, you need to become light firstly.

O you people, those are not thought through words, but they are just coming and then in German.

And how can you become an enlightened person and a secret of Allah?

This meditation and the prayers they give us a light. And when we are in prostration and certain parts of our body touch the ground that means that we actually face the Lord Himself. He knows but we don’t, as we are not conscious. All of our parts that touch the ground, they touch the light and they become light. We can’t see, but the saints can see those that get up for Teheccüd and pray.

When I was young and I wanted to be like John Travolta Saturday Night Fever, there was a villa at the seaside of Istanbul, owned by a lady that was staying for the weekends. She was a believer and she had a Sheikh.

Once a month or if this Sheikh could make it, he was invited and came and did his sohbet, and I was invited myself. He saw me and said, come. I was about 20 years old and he said to me: Do you do your prayers and especially your morning prayers? - Well I do, but only sometimes. - If you did them properly, you would be shining from your forehead.

When we touch the ground, we get light. And when our arms touch the ground, they shine as well. Spiritual people can see that and they see the pressure marks.
And when we do meditation, we will be filled up with light and our cells will be enlightened, replaced by enlightened cells.

Normal humans can’t only see that and the one doing that can’t see that; only if the Grand Sheikh opens it for you. As he has the key to your secret treasure box and he only will open that for us, if we have turned to trusted people. Just like
an heirloom for your grandchild, you don’t give it like that to a child. You wait until that heir is ready to get it. Even though the child is supposed to get the heirloom ring, they would exchange that for sugar water.
Try it out with Selma.

On the day of wakening, it will be very dark, as the angels will have taken the sun to a different place. How do you know that? Because right now the sun is gone, as it is on the other side of the earth like the North Pole or South Pole. But as we are atheist, we don’t believe.

We don’t see it and we believe it won’t come back. But the angels are pulling the sun across the sky with great chains and carry it around the globe, from east to west and back again. And when it gets dark, those pressure marks will shine like a thousand watt, all of those that pray constantly and those that are »zakîr«, also called »zikir maker«.

Those that are constantly remembering the Lord and are calling the names of the Lord, and the completely surrendered that are constantly remembering and praising the Lord will shine throughout their whole body.

And those that see them will think that they are like the sun and ask: Is he the sun? And it is being said, that Mehdi (as) will shine like the sun. And those that are normal believers, I mean those that don’t do their meditation and are not »zakîr«, will melt because they cannot bear it. Only the zakir will be able to bear that sight. The golden era, it will not be like what we see in the Seychelles. No, it will be unimaginable with unknown colors of light.

What would that be?
What are colors made of?

Depending on how the light is being reflected on the surface of an object, it changes.
The sky? - Is blue.
And the ocean? - It is colorless, though sometimes it is blue and sometimes green.
So what is it now? Nothing is of any color without the sun and nothing will be in color without the sun and the light.

There is nothing to see without the light. There is nothing without light. And Allah, the Lord of all light and worlds, he is revealing himself to us.
O you people of Reute, you are without color.
And if you have no color do you have a face?
You don’t even have a face.

So aspire to do zikir every day, constantly.
Even if you become crazy, but then you have become crazy for Allah. And then you’re on the good side of crazy.

That is why there are books that you read from left to right, and then there are books from right to left. There are no books that you start from the middle.

So there will be two parties, those that are crazy for the Lord and those crazy for money.

To distinguish between those two, there are norms.
And who decides that?
The lord, as He is the highest judge.

And then there are norms as well. And then there are norms as well as there are DIN norms.
And DIN means »religion« in Turkish.
So some are crazy for the Lord and some are crazy for gold.

So who is normal? (A visitor answers) Actually there is no normal.

But there is a right way to go on.
And there are those crazy for god and those for gold.
And if you are crazy for the Lord, you will follow certain rules.
And then you follow those norms he set, and then you are »norm«al.
So may we all be counted to those “norm”-al crazy people.

(Fatiha)